
Installation & Service Instructions 
Original Rotating Wall Sign

 
All signs manufactured by The Fan-Brand, are guaranteed to be free from manufacturing defects 

for a period of one (1) year from date of manufacture, unless otherwise specified. 
Breakage of lamps and other materials are not covered by this warranty.

The Fan-Brand’s obligation hereunder is limited to the replacement of parts only. If a particular product is found to be 
inoperative or defective, permission and instructions as to where it is to be sent MUST be obtained from the 

Customer Service Department. Only then should it be returned to our location as information directs.

Customer is responsible for immediately opening carton and inspecting for concealed damage and notifying the 
carrier within 15 days of receipt of product for any damage noticed upon arrival (including lamps).
 The Fan-Brand will warrantee shipping damage not covered by the carrier, but only if the carrier 

was notified within the 15-day period. Products must be returned prepaid.

This guarantee is void in case of negligent use or misuse, repair, alteration or disassembly by unauthorized 
personnel or operation by improper voltage or use contrary to instructions.

This warranty does not cover loss or damage due to accidents involving the product, acts of criminal aggression, 
other property disasters or acts of God. Except for those warranties specifically and expressly set forth above, 

seller disclaims any and all warranties expressed, implied or statutory, including but not limited to all warranties of 
merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose.

 
CUSTOMERSERVICE@THEFAN-BRAND.COM

The Fan-Brand Limited Warranty

- PLEASE READ CAREFULLY -

INSPECTION: Check sign for damage in shipment and follow inspection report procedure. Damage shipment should be 
reported to the delivering carrier immediately and a claim report entered.

WALL HANGING INSTALLATION: The sign is for INDOOR USE only. Hang from a surface that can adequately support the 
sign’s weight. Make sure sign is hung and plumb so that it hangs perpendicular to floor when mounted. Place sign away 
from direct heat source. Do not plug in sign while installing. Always disconnect sign from electrical outlet when handling. Install 
mount as follows: using mounting plate as template, locate and mark 3 holes on the wall. Drill ¼” holes and insert anchors 
where needed by lightly tapping to set anchors flush with surface. Attach mounting plate with large screws provided until 
anchors are expanded and plate is secure.

OPERATION: When the sign is hung on the wall, plug sign into a standard (120v/60hz AC) electrical outlet.
 
SERVICE AND TROUBLESHOOTING: Disconnect sign from electrical outlet before servicing. If sign does not light or rotate: 
Check that the plug is firmly in a “working” outlet. Remove sign from wall and remove screws from the edge of face. Lift off 
faces to expose lamp. Check that lamp is not broken and that it is firmly screwed into the lamp socket. If necessary, replace 
bulb with 7W E14 base lamp only. Re-insert face, tighten screws, and re-hang the sign. There is no procedure to repair a sign 
that will not rotate. Please follow warranty instructions and contact customer service at customerservice@thefan-brand.com.

CLEANING: Disconnect sign from outlet before cleaning. Wipe sign with soft cloth to remove dust. A mild solution of liquid 
detergent may be used to remove stubborn stains. Avoid excessive rubbing. Do not use abrasives or strong chemicals. Dry 
with a soft, clean cloth.

ALWAYS DISCONNECT SIGN FROM POWER SOURCE 
BEFORE INSTALLATION, SERVICE, OR CLEANING


